
   

HIGH FIDELITY
WELCOME BACK,
MUSIC CENTRE!
T+A E-SERIES MUSIC RECEIVER £2,690
Do you remember those “music centres” from the 70s? Built-in turntable, 
cassette deck, wobbly plastic lid and a pair of dodgy speakers? Things have 
moved on since then. But if you’re looking for a quality, high-end, all-in-one 
digital system then this effort from Germany will do nicely – though you will need 
to add a pair of speakers.

The E-Series is heavy at 10kg and arrives in a solid case, spanning 120 x 
440 x 390mm with plenty of extruded aluminium. Sources are plentiful, including 
a CD player, internet and FM radio, and a streaming client which gives you 
access to your local music server, such as a PC or external hard disk via wired 
(top quality sound) or wireless (good but not great sound) connection. There are 
also two USB inputs on the rear. The first, for iPod, bypasses the iPod’s own 
DAC, while the other input is either for a USB stick or hard disc. You can also use 
the box as an external DAC.

Focusing on the CD source, I was immediately impressed with the upper-
midrange performance. Here, I found not a jot of upper-mid hardening, just 
a transparent and well-ordered soundstage along with excellent instrumental 
separation that, on this point, seriously challenged the performance of the 
system I use for reference. 

Plugging in my iPod Classic at the rear and playing a range of overly 
compressed chart-based WAV tracks, I was impressed at how the Music Receiver 
managed to keep a lid on some of the most aggressive and wayward of 
frequencies, corralling them into order along with a rich, lower midrange. 

Hooking up the wired LAN was a revelation. I was moved at the high degree 
of clarity on offer – which was superior to the CD output. The soundstage was 
similarly improved and impressive, while the CD player’s rather boomy bass 
disappeared in favour of the LAN’s tight, punchy, focused suite of lower 
frequencies. Both internet and FM radio also performed well. 

Ideal for those looking for a compact digital system, the Music Receiver 
offers great value. 
07917 431280, ta-hifi.com
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AUDIOPHILE LP 
ROUND-UP
JOHNNY WINTER’s self-titled debut ( Speakers Corner) from 1969 is 
a bluesfest – and the guitar axeman’s best: this is raw Winter, with his 
wide-eyed innocence still intact. As a master, the source never loses its shine, 
rolling the upper mids off the top and the lower bass receiving that warm thump. 
The result is a classic blues-rock flavour but with 21st Century application 
that extracts more detail, more atmosphere and more texture from what is 
a passionate performance.

One of the finest female folk singers of her generation, JUNE TABOR teams 
up with OYSTERBAND on Ragged Kingdom ( Stamford Audio), her 
second album release in 2011. Maintaining her folk pedigree, this top quality 
album examines folk ditties and more left field fare from the likes of PJ Harvey 
and Joy Division. A beautifully dynamic master, exhibiting fine detail and 
admirable clarity, it gives the backing instruments plenty of space to project 
themselves while Tabor’s voice is embued with emotion. 

One of the best valve trombonists in the business, BOB BROOKMEYER’s 
Kansas City Revisited ( Pure Pleasure) combines a laidback jazz approach 

with the swing vocal of Big Miller, a welcome appearance and one for jazz 
vocal fans to check out. Despite the excellent mastering, either the source 
or pressing did present some upper midrange distortion, which knocked this 
four-star LP to a three.

SIMONE AND IAN FELICE of The Felice Brothers release early homemade 
recordings from 2002 and 2004 on The Lost Tapes Volumes I & II ( 

Diverse). The stripped-back arrangements produce a quietly considered suite of 
songs that lament lost time and memories in an almost Proustian manner. Ray 
Staff does a great mastering job.

Heavy duty blues-rock comes from ANCIENT GREASE, two of whom would 
later form the 70s outfit, Racing Cars. Women And Children First ( 
Sireena) ploughs a deep furrow through the centre of your brain, thanks to 
stodgy, grinding, almost carbohydrate-filled guitars and drums. With Beefheart-
tinged vocals, this undervalued LP, which wasn’t promoted at the time of its 
release and sank without trace, has been well mastered over a broad soundstage.

Though not the most focused of albums and one that saw him begin his 
change from pure, analogue synths to rock jamming, French artist Richard 
Pinhas’ HELDON project still intrigues. On Agneta Nilsson ( Wah Wah), 
from 1976, he combines Tangerine Dream-like krautrock, using synth loops and 
complex melodies, with a contrasting, more menacing, guitar rock. Well mastered 
and pressed, this is an audiophile treat.
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